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ON THEWEAK LEFSCHETZ PROPERTY
OF GRADED MODULES OVER K[x,y]
GIUSEPPE FAVACCHIO - PHONG DINH THIEU
It is known that graded cyclic modules over S=K[x,y] have the Weak
Lefschetz Property (WLP). This is not true for non-cyclic modules over S.
The purpose of this note is to study which conditions on S-modules ensure
the WLP. We give an algorithm to test the WLP for graded modules with
fixed Hilbert function. In particular, we prove that indecomposable graded
modules over S with the Hilbert function (h0,h1) have the WLP.
1. Introduction
Let S be the standard graded polynomial ring over a field K of characteristic
zero. Let M be a standard graded module over S. The module M is said to have
the Weak Lefschetz Property (WLP for short) if there exists a linear form ` ∈ S1,
called Lefschetz element, such that for each degree i, the multiplication map
×` : Mi→Mi+1 has maximal rank, i.e., the map is either injective or surjective.
The Weak Lefschetz Property has been studied extensively for especially
the relation to the Hilbert function (see, e.g., [2], [4], and [6] for more details).
Up to now, most of the known results about the WLP concern standard graded
Artinian K-algebra over S. It is not known much about the WLP for standard
graded modules over S, so the case of low dimension is still interesting.
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In this paper, we study the WLP for standard graded modules over the stan-
dard graded polynomial ring S = K[x,y], where K is an infinite field. We are
interested in conditions ensuring the WLP for a graded module over S. It is
known that cyclic S-modules have the WLP and this is not true for non-cyclic
S-modules, as we see in the following example:
Example 1.1. Let M = S/I1⊕S/I2 be a standard graded module over S, where
I1 = (x2,xy,y2) and I2 = (x,y). The Hilbert function HFM of M is given by
HFM(0)= 2, HFM(1)= 2 and zero otherwise. The multiplication by any generic
linear form from M0 to M1 can not be injective because it is not injective on
the second component, nor surjective because it is not surjective on the first
component.
One more example to see that there exists a module with the same Hilbert
function as above and it has the WLP:
Example 1.2. Let M = S/I1⊕S/I2, where I1 = I2 =(x,y2). The Hilbert function
of M is HFM(0) = 2, HFM(1) = 2 and zero otherwise. The multiplication by y
is injective (and surjective).
In Section 2 we study the WLP of graded modules in the case the Hilbert
functions are nonzero only in two consecutive degrees. We present conditions
of concrete matrices to ensure the WLP. Moreover, we give an algorithm in
Section 3 to test the WLP for fixed graded modules. As an application, we prove
in Section 4 that indecomposable graded modules over S with Hilbert function
(h0,h1) have the WLP. We also find out an equivalent condition to ensure the
WLP for indecomposable graded modules in the general situation and construct
an example in which an indecomposable graded module with a non-decreasing
Hilbert function does not have the WLP.
2. Determinant conditions to ensure the WLP
Let S = K[x,y] be the standard graded polynomial ring over an infinite field
K. Let M be a standard graded module over S. We study in this section the WLP
of M in the case the Hilbert function of M is HFM = (h0,h1), where 1≤ h0 ≤ h1.
Remark 2.1. If the Hilbert function of M is HFM = (h0,h1), where h0 = h1 =
n≥ 1 and M has a minimal generator of degree 1 then M does not have the WLP.
In fact, the vector space generated by `M0, where ` is a general linear form, has
dimension strictly less than n. Therefore, the multiplication map by a general
linear form can not be injective or surjective.
As noted above, we only need to study the case where M is minimally gen-
erated by elements of degree 0.
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Lemma 2.2. Let M be a finitely generated standard graded module with a
minimal system of generators e1, . . . ,en of degree 0 and the Hilbert function
HFM = (h0,h1), where n = h0 ≤ h1. If M has the WLP then there exists a lin-
early independent set in M1 of the form {z1e1, . . . ,znen}, where zi ∈ {x,y} for
1≤ i≤ n.
Proof. Since M has the WLP and h0≤ h1, the multiplication map by a Lefschetz
element is injective. This is also true for every submodule of M. We prove the
statement by induction on n.
For the case n = 1, since M has the WLP, one of xe1 and ye1 must be non-
zero and the statement holds obviously.
Assume that the statement holds for n = 1, . . . ,k. We turn to prove that it
is true for the case n = k+ 1. Observe that N = (e1, . . . ,ek) is a submodule of
M and HFN = (k,k′). Since M has the WLP, N has the WLP and k ≤ k′. By
the induction hypothesis, we can choose a linearly independent set of the form
A = {z1e1, . . . ,zkek} in N1 with zi ∈ {x,y} for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let V = SpanK A. For
v ∈V , v = β1z1e1+ . . .+βkzkek, we denote the set Supp(v) = { j : β j 6= 0}. We
aim to show how to build a linearly independent set of n = k+1 elements.
Case 1. If one of elements xek+1 and yek+1 is not in V , we add that ele-
ment to A and we get a linearly independent set satisfying the conditions of the
statement.
Case 2. Assume that both xek+1,yek+1 are in V . Then one of them must
be non-zero, otherwise we get S1ek+1 = 0 and then all multiplication maps by
linear forms can not be injective. Therefore, Supp(xek+1)∪Supp(yek+1) 6= /0.
Assume that every set of the form {z′1e1, . . . ,z′k+1ek+1}, where z′i ∈ {x,y} for
i = 1, . . . ,k+1, is linearly dependent.
If Supp(xek+1)∪Supp(yek+1) = {1, . . . ,k}, then for 1≤ i≤ k, the set
B = (A\{ziei})∪{tiei}∪{zk+1ek+1}
is linearly dependent, where ti ∈ {x,y} \ {zi}, zk+1 = x if i ∈ Supp(xek+1) and
zk+1 = y else. Moreover, the set B′ = (A \ {ziei})∪{zk+1ek+1} is still linearly
independent because |B′| = k and SpanK B′ = V . Therefore, tiei ∈ V for all
i = 1, . . . ,k. This implies that M1 = V and dimK M1 = dimK V = n− 1 < n.
Hence M does not have the WLP, a contradiction.
If Supp(xek+1)∪ Supp(yek+1) 6= {1, . . . ,k}, without loss of generality, we
can assume that Supp(xek+1)∪Supp(yek+1) = {1, . . . ,s} where s < k. We aim
to prove tiei ∈V for all i = 1, . . . ,k. By the same proof as above, we get tiei ∈V
for i = 1, . . . ,s.
Let C =
⋃s
i=1 Supp(tiei). For j > s, if j ∈C, say j ∈ Supp(t1e1), then the set
D = (A\{z1e1,z je j})∪{t1e1, t je j,zk+1ek+1}
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is linearly dependent and the set
D′ = (A\{z1e1,z je j})∪{t1e1,zk+1ek+1}
is linearly independent. Moreover, SpanK D
′ = SpanK A =V . Therefore, t je j ∈
V . We repeat the above process for the set C′ =C∪⋃ j∈C Supp(t je j). Note that
for p ∈C′ \C, say p ∈ Supp(t je j) where j > s and j ∈ Supp(t1e1), then the set
E = (A\{z1e1,z je j,zpep})∪{t1e1, t je j, tpep,zk+1ek+1}
is linearly dependent, while the set
E ′ = (A\{z1e1,z je j,zpep})∪{t1e1, t je j,zk+1ek+1}
is linearly independent. Moreover, SpanK E
′ = SpanK A = V . Hence tpep ∈ V .
This process will stop after a finite number of steps. Let C0 be the final union
set of indices. Then C0 = {1, . . . ,k}. Otherwise, we get
t je j ∈ SpanK{ziei : i ∈C0} for j ∈C0
and the submodule N = ∑i∈C0 Sei+Sek+1 has dimension
dimK N1 = #C0 < dimK N0 = #C0+1.
Therefore, N does not have the WLP, so does M. Hence we have tiei ∈ V for
all i = 1, . . . ,k. This implies that M1 = V and dimK M1 = dimK V = n− 1 < n.
Hence M does not have the WLP, a contradiction. This concludes the proof.
In the following, we aim to give a procedure to verify if M has the WLP. By
Lemma 2.2, we can assume that {xe1, . . . ,xer,yer+1, . . . ,yen} is a basis of M1.
The multiplication maps by the variables:
×x : M0→M1, ×y : M0→M1
are morphisms between vector spaces of the same dimension. Let A, B be their
matrices, respectively. Then we have
A =
(
Ir A′
0 A′′
)
, B =
(
B′ 0
B′′ In−r
)
where Ir and In−r are the identity matrices of the sizes r and n− r, respectively,
and 0 is the null matrix having the appropriate size.
It is clear that M has the WLP if and only if there exist α,β ∈ K such that
|αA+βB| 6= 0.
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Note that if |A| 6= 0 we can choose α = 1,β = 0, similarly if |B| 6= 0, in these
cases M has the WLP. Thereafter we can assume |A|= |B|= 0, so we only need
to check the existence of α 6= 0 and β 6= 0 such that |αA+βB| 6= 0. We have:
|αA+βB|=
∣∣∣∣( αIr +βB′ αA′βB′′ αA′′+β In−r
)∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
(
α
β Ir +B
′ A′
B′′ A′′+ βα In−r
)∣∣∣∣∣αn−rβ r.
Let γ = αβ , the determinant |αA+βB| is a polynomial of the form 1γd p(γ) in
K[γ, 1γ ], where p(γ) ∈ K[γ]. If p(γ) is the zero polynomial then M does not have
the WLP, otherwise there always exists τ ∈ K such that p(τ) 6= 0. In this case
M has the WLP with a Lefschetz element `= τx+ y.
Example 2.3. Let M = ((x6,x2y4,x3y3) + I)/I ⊆ S/I be a graded S-module,
where I = (x,y)8+(x2y5,x4y3) and the degrees are shifted to 6.
Observe that xm1 and ym1 are linearly independent and not in the space
SpanK{xm2,xm3,ym2,ym3}.
By changing the basis of M, we have
M0 = SpanK{(x6+ x2y4)+ I,(x6− x2y4)+ I,(x3y3)+ I},
M1 = SpanK{(x7+ x3y4)+ I,x6y+ I,x3y4+ I}.
Set e1 = x6+ I,e2 = x2y4+ I,e3 = x3y3+ I. We get that {xe1,ye2,ye3} is a basis
of M1 which is of the form as in Lemma 2.2 and ye1 = xe2, xe2 = xe1−2ye3 and
xe3 = 0. The matrices given by the maps ×x and ×y are:
A =
 1 1 00 0 0
0 −2 0
 , B =
 0 0 01 1 0
0 0 1
 .
By computing αA+βB, and setting τ = βα we obtain the matrix: τ 1 01 1τ 0
0 −2 1τ

which has determinant equal to zero for all τ , so M does not have the WLP.
From the above note, we can construct a procedure to ensure the WLP of
a given graded module M with the Hilbert function (n,n) over K[x,y] as in the
following:
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Step 1: Take an arbitrary minimal system of generators e1, . . . ,em of M in
degree 0. By Lemma 2.2, we check the linearly independent property of all
sets of the form {z1e1, . . . ,znem}, where zi ∈ {x,y} for 1≤ i≤ m. If all sets are
linearly dependent, then we conclude that M does not have the WLP. Else, we
turn to Step 2
Step 2: After changing the indices, we can choose a basis of M1 of the form
xe1, . . . ,xer,yer+1, . . . ,yem.
Compute the matrices A, B of the multiplications by x, y.
Step 3: Construct a matrix C from A and B by taking the columns 1st , . . . ,rth
of B to be the r first columns of C and taking the columns (r+1)th, . . .mth of A to
be the remain columns of C. Let D be the matrix inducing from C by replacing
the diagonal by τ for the first r elements in the upper of diagonal and 1/τ for
the (m− r) remain elements in the lower of the diagonal. Let P(τ) ∈ K[τ] be
the determinant of D.
If P(t) is zero polynomial, then M does not have the WLP. Otherwise M has
the WLP.
3. Algorithm to check the WLP
Let S = K[x,y] be the standard graded polynomial ring over a field K of
characteristic zero. In this section we develop an algorithm to check the WLP
for Artinian S-modules.
Let M = M0⊕M1⊕·· ·⊕Ms be an Artinian graded S-module with Hilbert
function HFM = (h0, . . . ,hs). The module M has the WLP if for each degree
i, there exists a linear form `i such that the map ×`i : Mi→Mi+1 has maximal
rank. More precisely, the set of all Lefschetz elements is a non-empty Zariski
open set for each degree and their intersection is non-empty, so we can choose
an element in this intersection to be a Lefschetz element for M.
Fixed a degree i, if hi ≤ hi+1 then the WLP of M implies that there exists
a linear form `i such that the map ×`i : Mi → Mi+1 is injective. Otherwise if
hi > hi+1, there exists a linear form `i such that the multiplication by `i in degree
i is surjective, but this is equivalent to the fact that the multiplication map by `i
of the dual space is injective. Thus if hi > hi+1 we can dualize and search for
an injective multiplication for the dual space. Therefore, it is enough to study
modules of the type M = M0⊕M1 with Hilbert function HFM = (h0,h1) and
h0 ≤ h1.
At first, we consider the multiplication by x and y:
×x : M0→M1, ×y : M0→M1.
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Step 1. If Ker(×x)= (0), then it is clear that M has the WLP and x is a Lefschetz
element.
Step 2. Similarly, we consider ×y and if Ker(×y) = (0) then M has the WLP.
So, we can assume that dimK Ker(×x) = r > 0 and dimK Ker(×y) = s> 0.
Step 3. If Ker(×x)∩Ker(×y) 6= (0) then M does not have the WLP.
Proof. In fact, if m ∈ Ker(×x)∩Ker(×y) we have `m = 0 for all ` ∈ S1. Then
the multiplication by any linear form ` ∈ S1 can not be injective
Now we can assume that Ker(×x)∩Ker(×y) = (0). By considering the
subspace yKer(×x)+ xKer(×y)⊆M1, we continue with the following steps.
Step 4. If yKer(×x)∩ xKer(×y) 6= (0), then
dimK(yKer(×x)+ xKer(×y))< r+ s.
In particular, M does not have the WLP .
Proof. It is clear that the dimension of image of a vector space is always less
than the dimension of the vector space, so we have
dimK(yKer(×x))≤ dimK Ker(×x) = r
and
dimK(xKer(×y))≤ dimK Ker(×y) = s.
Now since yKer(×x)∩ xKer(×y) 6= (0), we get
dimK(yKer(×x)+ xKer(×y))< dimK(yKer(×x))+dimK(xKer(×y))≤ r+ s.
Next let N = Ker(×x) +Ker(×y) ⊂ M0. For a linear form ` ∈ S1, we have
`N ⊆ yKer(×x)+ xKer(×y). Moreover,
dimK N = r+ s and dimK(yKer(×x)+ xKer(×y))< r+ s.
Hence the multiplication map by ` is not injective. This concludes the proof.
Next we claim that we only need to consider a Lefschetz element of the form
αx+βy with α and β are different from zero. The existence of such Lefschetz
element can be seen simply by the following:
Lemma 3.1. Let M be a graded S-module with HFM = (h0,h1), h0 ≤ h1, and
M has the WLP. Then there exist α,β 6= 0 such that `= αx+βy is a Lefschetz
element of M.
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Proof. Suppose by the contrary that for every α,β 6= 0 the multiplication by
αx+βy is not injective. Without loss of generality, we assume that ` = y is a
Lefschetz element. Let Lr = x+ ry, r ∈ N ⊂ K. For each r ∈ N take 0 6= mr ∈
Ker(×Lr) and fix t ∈ N, we aim to prove that {mr}r≤t is an independent set by
induction on t.
If t = 2, let λ1,λ2 ∈ K such that λ1m1+λ2m2 = 0, then we get
L1(λ1m1+λ2m2) = λ2(x+ y)m2 = L2λ2m2−λ1ym2 =−λ1ym2 = 0;
L2(λ1m1+λ2m2) = λ1(x+2y)m1 = L1λ1m1+λ2ym1 = λ2ym1 = 0.
Since the multiplication map by y is injective, we have −λ2m2 = λ1m1 = 0 and
then λ2 = λ1 = 0.
Let {λ1, . . . ,λt+1} such that ∑t+1r=1λrmr = 0. We have
Lt+1
t+1
∑
r=1
λrmr = (x+(t+1)y)
t
∑
r=1
λrmr
=
t
∑
r=1
Lrλrmr +
t
∑
r=1
λr(t+1− r)ymr
= y
t
∑
r=1
λr(t+1− r)mr = 0.
Since the map (×y) is injective, we get ∑t+1r=0λr(t− r)mr = 0. By the induction
hypothesis, we have λr = 0 for all r = 1, . . . , t and then λt+1 = 0. This implies
that the dimension of M0 is infinite and so we can conclude the proof.
Now we assume that dimK(yKer(×x)+xKer(×y)) = r+ s and denote M =
M/N, where N is the graded submodule generated by Ker(×x)+Ker(×y). Then
M = M0⊕M1 = M0/(Ker(×x)+Ker(×y))⊕M1/(yKer(×x)+ xKer(×y))
and HFM = (h0− r− s,h1− r− s), which is still not decreasing.
Step 5. M has the WLP if and only if M has the WLP.
Proof. (⇒): Let `=αx+βy, α,β 6= 0, be a Lefschetz element of M and m∈M0
such that `m = 0. There exist m0 in Ker(×x) and m1 in Ker(×y) such that
`m = ym0+ xm1 = `
1
β
m0+ `
1
α
m1 = `(
1
β
m0+
1
α
m1).
Since the multiplication by ` is injective, m = 1β m0+
1
α m1. Hence m = 0.
(⇐): Let ` = αx+ βy with α,β 6= 0 be a Lefschetz element of M and
m ∈M0 such that `m = 0. Then `m = 0. Since the map ×` is injective, we get
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m = 0, i.e, m ∈ Ker(×x)+Ker(×y), say m = m0 +m1, where m0 ∈ Ker(×x),
m1 ∈ Ker(×y). We have `m = βym0 +αxm1 = 0. Therefore, βym0 =−αxm1.
Moreover, yKer(×x)∩ xKer(×y) = (0), so m ∈ Ker(×x)∩Ker(×y) = (0).
Combining all steps together, we have the following algorithm to check the
WLP:
START
↓
×x is injective yes−→ M has the WLP
↓ no
×y is injective yes−→ M has the WLP
↓ no
Ker(×x)∩Ker(×y) 6= (0) yes−→ M does not have the WLP
↓ no
yKer(×x)∩ xKer(×y) 6= (0) yes−→ M does not have the WLP
↓ no
pass to M and go to start
Note that if the first four steps give us negative answers then we can replace
M by M and back to the start. Moreover, this algorithm ends after a finite number
of steps because after each cycle the Hilbert function of the module decreases
by at least two in each degree.
Example 3.2. Let M = ((x8,x6y2,x4y4,x2y6,y8) + I)/I ⊆ S/I, where I is the
ideal defined by I = (x,y)10 +(x8y,x7y2,x9− x2y7,x6y3− x5y4). After shifting
the degree of M, it has the Hilbert function HFM = (5,6). We denote the i-th
generator of M by mi. Then we have:
1. Ker(×x) = 〈m2〉 6= 0,
2. Ker(×y) = 〈m1〉 6= 0,
3. Ker(×y)∩Ker(×y) = 0,
4. yKer(×x)∩ xKer(×y) = 0.
Passing to M, we have M = ((x4y4,x2y6,y8)+ I′)/I′, where I′ = I+(x9,x6y3),
and HFM = (3,4). Repeat the process again
1. Ker(×x) = 〈m3〉 6= 0,
2. Ker(×y) = 〈m4〉 6= 0,
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3. Ker(×y)∩Ker(×y) = 0,
4. yKer(×x)∩ xKer(×y) = 0.
Finally, passing to M we have M = ((y8)+ I′′)/I′′, where I′′ = I′+(x4y5,x3y6),
HFM = (1,2) and (×x) is injective. Therefore, M has the WLP.
4. Indecomposable modules and the WLP
In this section, we study the WLP of indecomposable modules over the stan-
dard graded polynomial ring S = K[x,y], where K is a field of characteristic
zero. Note that indecomposable modules play an important role in the study of
WLP in general situation, as described in the following observation.
Remark 4.1. Let M be a graded S-module. Suppose that M can be decomposed
as a direct sum of indecomposable submodules M =N1⊕N2⊕ . . .⊕Nt . Then M
has the WLP if and only if all the direct summands Ni have the WLP and their
Hilbert functions have the same behavior. More precisely, for each degree, if the
Hilbert function of one summand is strictly increasing (strictly decreasing) then
the Hilbert functions of the other summands are also strictly increasing (strictly
decreasing).
Next by using the algorithm in Section 3, we have the following result:
Theorem 4.2. Let M be an Artinian graded S-module such that every its sub-
module has a non-decreasing Hilbert function, then M has the WLP.
Proof. Let HFM = (h0, . . . ,hd). To ensure the WLP of M we must ensure that
there is an injective map ×` : Mi→Mi+1 for i = 0, . . . ,d, where ` ∈ S1.
Fix i, let M′ =
⊕
j>i+1 M j and M≥i =
⊕
j≥i M j. Then M≥i =Mi⊕Mi+1⊕M′
and M′ is a submodule of M≥i. Let N = (M≥i/M′)(−i) ⊆ (M/M′)(−i). The
Hilbert function of N is HFN = (hi,hi+1). Observe that the map ×` : Mi −→
Mi+1 is injective if and only if the map `|N0 : N0 −→ N1 is too. So we only need
to prove that N has the WLP.
By the hypothesis on submodules of M, we get that every submodule of N
has a non-decreasing Hilbert function. Hence to check the WLP for N we can
use directly the algorithm in Section 3.
Suppose that the first two steps in the algorithm give us negative answers.
Then by Step 4 and the fact that every submodule of N has a non-decreasing
Hilbert function, we have
Ker(×x)∩Ker(×y) = (0) and yKer(×x)∩ xKer(×y) = (0).
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So by Step 5 in the algorithm, we aim to prove the WLP for N = N/T where
T = 〈Ker(×x)+Ker(×y)〉 is a submodule of N.
Note that by using the algorithm repeatedly, we only need to confirm that
every submodule of N has a non-decreasing Hilbert function. Let P be a sub-
module of N. Then P+ T is a submodule of N and it has a non-decreasing
Hilbert function, we prove that P also has a non-decreasing Hilbert function. In
fact, let Q = P∩T , this is a submodule of N, so it has a non-decreasing Hilbert
function. The proof follows from:
dimK P0 = dimK P0−dimK(Ker(×x)+Ker(×y))+dimK Q0
= dimK P0+dimK Q0− (r+ s),
dimK P1 = dimK P1−dimK(yKer(×x)+ xKer(×y))+dimK Q1
= dimK P1+dimK Q1− (r+ s),
where r = dimK(Ker(×x) and s = dimK(Ker(×y).
Remark 4.3. The converse of Theorem 4.2 is also true if M has a non-decreas-
ing Hilbert function. In fact, let ` be a Lefschetz element of M, we have that the
multiplication by this linear form is injective. Hence if there exists a submodule
N of M such that HFN decreases in two consecutive degrees, then the multipli-
cation map ×`|N is not injective. So we get that every submodule of M has a
non-decreasing Hilbert function.
Now we aim to show that if M is a graded indecomposable S-module with
Hilbert function HFM = (h0,h1), then M has the WLP.
Lemma 4.4. Let M be a graded indecomposable S-module with a non-decreas-
ing Hilbert function, HFM = (h0,h1). Then every submodule of M has a non-
decreasing Hilbert function.
Proof. Let N be a submodule of M with HFN = (r,s), we can assume that N has
minimal generators only in degree zero. We prove the statement by induction
on n− r where n = h0.
For the case r = n, the statement holds obviously, because all minimal gen-
erators of M are in degree zero, then this implies M = N. Assume that the
statement is true for each submodule minimally generated by r > t elements,
we claim that it true for the case r = t.
If r > s, by the induction hypothesis the statement is true for the submodule
N+〈e〉, for each e∈M0\N0. This means that xe and ye are linearly independent
and the submodule generated by e does not intersect with N, i.e. 〈e〉∩N = (0).
Hence s = r−1.
Next we claim that M = N⊕〈M0\N0〉, which contradicts to the hypothesis
on M. In fact, if m∈N∩〈M0\N0〉, then m∈M1, so m is not a minimal generator.
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Since m∈N, there is eA ∈N0 such that `AeA =m. Similarly, since m∈ 〈M0\N0〉,
there is eB ∈M0\N0 such that `BeB = m, for some `A, `B ∈ S1.
By using the same argument for the submodules N+ 〈eB〉, we get a contra-
diction. This concludes the proof.
Now we are able to prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 4.5. Let M be a graded indecomposable S-module with Hilbert func-
tion HFM = (h0,h1). Then M has the WLP.
Proof. If h0 ≤ h1, it is followed from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.2.
For the case h0 > h1, the dual module HomK(M,K) of M will be an inde-
composable module with a non-decreasing Hilbert function, see [3]. Therefore,
HomK(M,K) has the WLP, hence M has WLP.
Theorem 4.5 is false if we consider an indecomposable module with a long
enough Hilbert function. This can be seen by the following example in which
an indecomposable module with a Hilbert function of length 4 does not have the
WLP.
Example 4.6. Let M = ((y,x4)+ I)/I ⊂ S/I where the degree are shifted to 1
and I = (y3,x2y2)+(x,y)6. The Hilbert function of M is
HFM = (1,2,2,2,2).
Then M does not have the WLP. In fact, M has a minimal generator of degree 4,
so the multiplication map by any linear form from M3 to M4 can not be surjective
because the minimal generator x4 + I is not an image of any element in M3.
Since the Hilbert function HFM(3) = HFM(4) = 2, this multiplication map is
not injective. Furthermore, we can prove that M is indecomposable. In fact,
suppose that M = N1⊕N2, then the indecomposable submodule generated by
y+ I must be contained in one of these components, say 〈y〉 ⊆ N1 .
It is clear that x4 + I is not in N1, but neither in N2, otherwise x4y+ I ∈
N1∩N2. Therefore, x4+ I = (n1+ I)+(n2+ I) ∈ N1⊕N2.
Since HFN1(3) = 1, we get that n1 + I = αx3y+ I, α ∈ k, then n2 + I =
x4−αx3y+ I. This contradicts to the fact that yn2+ I = x4y+ I ∈ N1.
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